The Oponentus® Solution differentiates itself from other solutions
Cumbersome
administration
Tournament
manager must
login to the PC

Other solutions

The Oponentus Solution

Tournament manager creates the
tournament.

The tournament manager
creates the tournament and
reserves the venues for the
matches.

If officials are to be used, the
tournament manager must contact
them and check whether they are
available, and must then possibly
register and select these officials from
a menu.
Tournament manager must set the
venue times manually. There is no
connection to venue booking, so
venues must be booked separately
using yet another solution.
Once the tournament has been
created, it must be exported to the
Internet in order for the players to be
able to see the information and
register themselves.

Simple
administration
Tournament
manager must
login to the PC

If the arena uses our venue
booking, the booking system
will be updated
simultaneously with the
time/location for each match
being stored.
Tournament managers can
delegate the task of
communicating the results to
either the players, the officials
or the tournament managers
themselves.

Only the tournament manager can
communicate the results.
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If officials are to be used in the
tournament, invitations for the
officials are automatically
generated after the tournament
has been created. The judges
will register themselves during
the time period the system is
open for such in the tournament
schedule.
The players will then subsequently be
able to register.

Invitations are generated for
players. Players register. When
a registration fee is required,
Some software suppliers offer an
the players must pay in order to
online payment solution, but not
register. The tournament
everyone uses it, possibly because it
manager avoids having to
represents too much of an incremental collate payments with
cost.
registrations.

Tournament
manager must
login to the PC

If the clubs do not use online payment
solutions, the tournament manager
must collate payments against
registrations and note when players
have paid.
When the registration deadline
expires, the tournament manager must
login to the software again and make

The payment solution will be
reasonable to operate and
simple to place into service.

The tournament match schedule
will be automatically generated
when the registration deadline
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some extracts and generate forms.
Then messages must be generated for
the players concerning when and
where they are to play the first match,
and possibly that they can find the
times of their matches in the
tournament match schedule on the
Internet.
The tournament When the results from the matches
arrive, the tournament manager must
manager must
login on the PC, go into the software again and enter
probably several the results manually.
times.
The tournament manager's assistants
will gather together the results, and
then the tournament manager will
enter them as often as possible. The
table on the club's board is possibly
updated by hand or the tournament
manager will print out an updated
form.

for the players has expired.

Messages are automatically
generated for the players
concerning where and when
they are to play their matches.

The player's rating is updated by the
association in a separate system, in
tennis once per month or every other
month.
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Results are entered by either the
officials, tournament manager
or the players themselves.
Ratings are updated
automatically when results are
entered after each match.

Other differences
Other solutions
No other all-in-one solutions are
available with an equally effective
methodology for conducting
tournaments.
Functioning at present, but has a slew
of limitations.

The Oponentus Solution
Also offers online member
administration, online booking
and a recognised rating
methodology wrapped up in the
same solution.
Represents the best point of
departure for further
development.
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